25th September 2020
Acer News
Acer Class have been learning to play different games. We
have chosen to play Pop up Pirate and Snakes and
Ladders. We have been learning the rules and using
communication boards to talk about what is happening.
Marcus: I played Snakes and Ladders. You roll the dice and
get a maximum of 6. If you land on a snake head you go
down and if you land on a ladder you go up.
Oliver: I lost the game and I cried. But it was OK. I will play
again next time.
Ben: I played Snakes and Ladders with Oliver. He got sad
about losing but I said it will be OK.
Lolu: I played Pop up Pirate toy. I like red swords.
Harry: I like pirate. Blue swords. (Harry used a
communication board)
Allen: It was a very quick game. I won!!! I went up lots of
ladders to get to 100.
Josh: I played Pop up Pirate. (It was funny when) the pirate went pop!

Beech News
This week, during Form Time, Beech class have been
discussing our aspirations and what we can do to reach
them.
Oumar: When I am older, my aspirations are to be a rich
and successful footballer and a police officer. I would like
to support third world countries. I want to donate to help
stop hunger and poverty. I am going to college to study
about policing.
Chloe: When I’m older, my aspiration is to be a nursery
teacher. School will be helping me to ready for being a
nursery teacher and observing. I am going to work really
hard and concentrate.
Sohaib: When I’m an adult, I want to be an airline host, a
pilot or a YouTuber because I want to ride on air and be
famous.
Allan: When I am older, I would love to do kickboxing or
to do banger racing. I need to focus in maths, PE, DT and
science because I would not get there without these
lessons.
Kade: In the future, I want to be a scuba diver. I will need
a qualification in diving and swimming.
Kailey: When I am older, my aspiration is to be a famous
actress in movies and to look after pets. I want to do well
in school and go to college to study drama. I also want to
do a movie of my story that I am working on.
Tamsin: When I am older, my aspirations are to be a
hairdresser and a YouTuber, because I am talented and
have seen it before. I will do all my lessons and go to
college.
Grigoriy: I would like to visit lots of different countries. I will
work hard at school. I am going to save up my money so I
can travel.

Palm News
Palm class have had their first taste of the new Forest
School with Miss Breare.
They have got in tune with their inner caveman or Bear
Grylls and started to learn to hunt and dig fire pits, they
have really enjoyed their first session and couldn’t wait
to tell me all about it. They are looking forward to next
Monday afternoon when their next session starts. A
massive thanks to Miss Breare.
Alex: I went on a hunt and find an acorn and a green
leaf then bring them back to the camp.
Daniel: I got to go on a treasure hunt and had to look
for items around the school, it was fun but challenging.
Parvir: I had a great time at Forest School, I enjoyed
have to hunt for items.
Tino: I dug a hole in the ground to make a pit for a fire.
Patryk: I went on a treasure hunt, I was working with
Miss Linney. Forest School was great fun.
Bradley: I carried stones for us to boil water, I also got
to go on a hunt.

Elm Class
We have started to learn about The Great Fire of London and that the fire started in a
bakery. To help our understanding, we have been making bread and salt dough in our
Creative Curriculum Lessons. We had to mix carefully and follow instructions. It was fun to
get our fingers all messy and we found it quite relaxing to kneed and roll out the dough.
Kaschan: Bread making was a little bit fun but it was also nasty squishing it in my fingers.
My bread was delicious and scrumptious when it was cooked.
Lucas: My bread looked delicious it tasted like flour and
water. I like it with butter on top.
Ben: My bread was doughy. It tastes nice. Making the bread
was sticky.
Harry: The bread was great. It was light and fluffy. Making
the bread looked like a big bowl of dough.
Baron: Bread making is soft and squishy. My bread was very
good but it was tough like a rock on the outside. It looked
like a clam.
Ashantey: I hated my bread. It tasted like something horrible. It was disgusting.
Naomi: My bread was nice. It tasted yummy. Making the bread was easy.

Willow Class

Cedar Class
This week Cedar were
lucky enough to be taking
part in Forest School. They
brought in warm practical
clothes and were ready for
anything!
Skye: Me and April went
on a treasure hunt. We
had to solve some riddles
and find objects like
leaves, acorns and sticks.
Kelsey: Me and Lex did a
scavenger hunt, but we
couldn’t find a worm or a centipede. We got on well because
Lex read the questions and I collected the things in a basket.
Chiara: We all made a shelter in case it rained. It went well, but
it took a long time because the branches wouldn’t stand up. In
the end we used rope and logs to support the branches.
RJ: We collected wood and set up a fire. We had to get twigs in
a pile first so that the air could get through. Skye and Giovanni
used a lighter to light it.
Lex: I did some practice knots. I worked on s reef knot. We were
shown how to do them first, then we practiced and used them
to secure the shelter.
Giovanni: I want to do it again. The best bit was making the fire.
We don’t usually do this in school.
April: I enjoyed the scavenger hunt- we had riddles to solve. It
took us around the school field and the playground.

In Willow this week we have been practicing
putting the correct punctuation in our sentences.
We have been learning Kung Fu punctuation and
we have had a lot of fun doing it.
Tristan: I like Kung Fu punctuation, it is good. I like
being the Sensei.
Robin: I love the Kung Fu punctuation. I'm like
Kung Fu Panda in China.
Kajetan: ‘HA!’
is a full stop.
(Kajetan
completed
the action)
Max: I like
doing the
capital letter,
its funny.
Ruby: It’s so
funny, I like it
all.
Courtney: I
love the
exclamation
mark, ‘Haay
Ya!’
Kaiden: I like it
because I can
be Kung Fu
Panda.

Pine Class
Pine class had their
first Forest School
session this week
and it was a
fantastic learning
experience for
everyone.
Ewan: I have been
looking forward to
Forest School ever
since it was
announced. I liked
playing 1,2,3, Where
are you? An up
graded version of hide and seek. I found the scavenger
hunt really hard because everything on my list was well
hidden. I am looking forward to cooking things on the
camp fire next week.
Irfanul: On Tuesday it was my first session of Forest School.
The first thing I did was wash my hands on the tippy tap
and then I played hide and seek. I looked at different
things from nature and I collected leaves, acorns and
berries from trees.
Gabriel: This week I went to the Forest School and I
washed my hands at the tippy tap. It was made from
milk bottles and wooden branches tied with string. I

played some games and went on a scavenger hunt. It
was a great lesson and I can’t wait for the next one
because my class are making a camp fire.
Ashlee: I liked being at the Forest School because we
had a special visitor called Lucy from primary. We let her
join our group and she hid with me in the shed when we
were playing 1,2,3, Where are you? She kept giggling
and gave our hiding place away.
Jamie: I really liked Forest School because we were in
the sunshine all afternoon. My favourite part was 1,2,3,
Where are you? I won for the first time and it made me
feel really happy.
Daniela: Forest School was calm and peaceful. We were
out in the sunshine and it was cool!
Joshua: I have been to Forest School before but ours was
better because there was
more team work. I helped
Ashlee use the tippy tap
and she helped me to find
things I needed to collect
in the scavenger hunt.
Isaiah: I liked going on the
scavenger hunt and using
my basket to collect the
things on my list.

Hazel Class
This week
Hazel class
enjoyed the
autumn
sunshine
and
warmth by
having a
healthy
eating
picnic, we
tried some
new foods
and talked about the benefits of having a healthy diet.
We were surprised that some of our class came to school
without eating breakfast. We talked about how our
brains work best when they have fuel and breakfast is
the most important meal of the day.
Abiah: Having a picnic was good because we got to try
food. I liked the carrot and humus. I tried falafel for the
first time and I liked it. I learned that having breakfast
helps keep me awake. I’ve been having breakfast and I
feel better.
Kieran: I like the picnic because it makes me healthy
and I do exercise a lot. I liked breadsticks because they
are very tasty. I didn’t like the carrot because it’s so
chewy. I didn’t try the humus because I have tried it
before and I didn’t like it. We learnt that breakfast has
vitamins and minerals.
Bella: I liked the picnic because of the food. It was nice
and I enjoyed the falafel. It was a little spicy but it was
nice.
Rebecca: The good thing about the picnic was eating
healthy food. My favourite food was the carrot sticks. I

didn’t like the pineapple. I didn’t try the foods I haven’t
had before. Not having breakfast is not good for you.
Ethan: My favourite food we had at the picnic was the
carrots because I like carrots. My least favourite food was
the humus because it tastes horrible. We’re all supposed
to have breakfast in the morning because we all need to
be focused and if we have no breakfast we will be tired.
Taylon: The best bit about the healthy picnic was when
we had the food. I tried the humus and didn’t like it.
Eating healthy food is good for you so you don’t get fat.
Anna: The good thing about the picnic was that I
learned about a balanced diet. I liked the pineapple the
best because it was soft and more juicy like a strawberry.
I was not very keen on the pakoras because it was spicy.
I tried the pakoras for the first time. I learned that not
having breakfast is not good for you.
Dawid: The best thing about the healthy picnic was that
the food was balanced. My favourite food was the
carrot because I like carrots. I didn’t like the falafel. I tried
all the foods. I learnt that having a balanced meal is very
good because it gives us all the things our bodies need.
Callum: I liked having
the picnic because it
was nice to go outside
in the sun. I liked the
breadsticks best. I
didn’t like the falafels
because they were too
sweet. This was my first
time trying falafels.
Having a healthy
breakfast wakes your
brain up.

Maple Class
This week we have been researching
our class topic – the Great Fire of
London. We found out where the fire
started and who may have started it.
We even had a go at baking our own
bread! We have been using question
marks to write questions that we want
to find out throughout our topic and
have also been looking at maps of our
homes which we are then going to
compare to maps of London. We have done some multisensory spelling and practice and we have also been learning
some new vocabulary for our new topic so far we have learnt;
wooden, city, spark, baker/bakery, exploded, quickly, narrow
and east. Ask us what these words mean so we can impress
you!
Kieran: It started in a bakery in Pudding Lane.
Adam: I want to find out ‘How did the fire start?’
Saira: So basically we have been learning about Pudding
Lane. The houses were all close together in narrow roads and
there is a famous baker. They all were saved by going to the
river. I think some people died.
Skye: The fire started at the bakery. The cooker started it.
Jerome: So when the bakery was baking some bread and he
got distracted by a little child and now the wood houses had
the Great Fire of London in 1666. And now the fire is over, the
buildings are gone and the people went to the river.
Keith: I learnt the fire burnt down the whole city because
someone left the oven on.
Alex: The houses were made of wood
and the roofs were made of straw.
Chibunna: The Great Fire of London
started on September the 2nd 1666, and
then the fire was going so fast, it’s
because their houses were made out of
wood and the fire spread a lot. A little
boy and his older brother and his mother
died (from the plague in a video we
watched).
Tyrese: (The houses in Pudding Lane) are
made of wood. Make the fire spread
quickly.

Sycamore Class
Sycamore have enjoyed having PE lessons and
been appreciating all the sports they have been
missing out on during lockdown. This week they did
the Cooper Run, to build up stamina, so they can
run for longer each time. They also enjoyed
playing football together. The class voted for
Darren-Lee to be ‘Player of the Match’, he played
brilliantly and scored 4 or 5 goals.
Jess: In PE we did the Cooper Run. I ran 17 laps,
which is over a mile in 12 minutes. My new target is
19 laps. The Cooper Run is when we run to a pole,
then walk to the next pole, then run again etc.
Jaiden: I haven’t played a game of football for 6
months. It was great to play in PE this week. I was a
bit rusty but I managed to score a goal.
Tommy: On a Cooper Run 16 laps is a mile. I did 14
laps. It was quite exhausting and the weather was
boiling, therefore it was more tiring.
James: It was good to play football properly
rather than just kicking a ball around.
Ben: We played football and it was fun.

Ash Class
This week Ash class have been exploring the toys and
equipment we use for choose time. We have used
symbols and communication boards to exchange for
the things that we like and make sentences to request
to use them.
Lucy: I want to go to the choosing room.
Hamza: I want to go outside.
Carter: I want more squashy foam, please.
Olivia: Olivia has been asking to use the water and
puzzles using her symbols.
Alex: I want red ruler.
Joshua: I want cow drawing.
Aneyk: I want the Supertato story, please.

Oak Class
This week, Oak have
been working hard
on their language
skills and using
colourful semantics
to structure their
sentences. We have
really enjoyed diving
into the magical
ocean world in
Commotion in the
Ocean, discovering
lots of sea creatures
and their friends. We
thought of describing words and used small world toys to
bring the story to life.
Ibrahim: Crocodile lives in dinosaur times too. It’s green
and a predator, it has sharp teeth. They are running
away from the evil Superman.
Steven: Superman has muscles; he saves the animals in
the jungle so they don’t get eaten.
Noah: I’m making a house for dinosaurs. They’re

watching TV
in their
dinosaur
world.
Jacob: It’s
Superman!
He’s
invincible! I
must save all
the animals
and protect
them.
Amelia: I’ve
got turtles
(Sign
supported)
Ashmit: I
have baby shark. Baby Shark in water.
Toby: Bear. Turtle. Swimming. (Sign supported)
Jeffrey: [Shark] He is swimming in water, full power!
Ryan: Tiger is called Onion. This [also] polar bear. Tiger
swimming in pond.

Walnut Class
Walnut enjoyed the assembly on Monday. It was centred on
‘Respect.’
Alexis: You can respect your family by being kind.
Kyle: You can respect yourself by looking after yourself and eating
healthy food.
Sanah: You should respect people who are kind.
Kirsty: You should respect other people’s belongings because if you
break them you won’t be allowed to look after them again.
Amy: I respect adults because then you will earn respect back.
Oskar: You should respect animals by feeding them and giving
them a loving home.
Jasmine: You should respect your parents because they raise you.
Mayson: You shouldn’t respect an adult if they are mean to you.
Mya: You should respect your friends by being their friends.
Quintin: We can respect the environment by not littering and
reducing our use of cans.

Jeans for Genes Update
Thank you to all parents, carers, pupils and staff who donated for Jeans for Genes on Friday
18th September 2020. We raised a fantastic £52.85. Thank you.

Forest Schools Donations for Equipment
We have just started up Forest School at Grange Academy in Kempston SEN school
only to have our brand new tools stolen from our shed over the weekend. We are
desperately looking for a container to keep on site (we have been quoted £2000 inc
VAT and delivery, which is well outside of school budget.) In the mean time we are
looking for donations of loppers, bow saws, folding saws, axes, bill hooks etc. If you
see any for sale (Facebook, Gumtree, car boot sales) please call Crimestoppers or
101. Thank you all.
We have subsequently set up a Go Fund Me page. Here is the link if anyone would
like to donate https://www.gofundme.com/f/25bmpjokpc?
utm_medium=copy_link&utm_source=customer&utm_campaign=p_na+sharesheet&pc_code=ot_co_dashboard_a&rcid=b7b67d61341d4aac817656c36d9d3612
Alternatively go to the website https://uk.gofundme.com/ and type in the search box ‘Grange Academy.’

Sign of the Week
Grange Academy have introduced a British Sign Language sign of the week. Please
practice this with your children.
You will find this information on our website www.grange.beds.sch.uk
You will find this information on the school website. Each week there will be a new link for
the sign and a image and video on who to sign it.
The sign for week w/c 28th September 2020 is: toast
https://www.signbsl.com/sign/toast
Instructions: Bent hands palm up. Make short movement up and then down.

Grange School Values
At Grange Academy all staff and pupils celebrate the main
values of Belong, Believe and Achieve. Each fortnight the
whole school will focus on one of the values under these
headings. This term we will be exploring all of the values that
help us to feel that we Believe in the school community.
The value for w/c 28th September 2020 is belong (manners)
"I'm happy to be back at Grange Academy because it's
especially for me and my friends."
Harry "Miss Breare and Miss Didlick do fun lessons so we all
have fun because we belong in Elm Class together." Baron
(Elm Class)
Demaris (Palm) asked if he could help me as I was carrying
a lot of paperwork and bags. I had nearly arrived at my
classroom so I thanked him and complimented him on his
good manners. Mrs Rowley
In the lunch hall Skye from Maple said, ‘please’ and ‘thank
you’ to Mrs G when getting her milk.
Jerome has been showing great manners in class, using his
please and thank you’s, waiting his turn and showing great
listening. Miss Poulter
As I hold the door for open for secondary students coming in
for lunch it's heartwarming that probably 90% of students all
say, ‘thank you!’ Mrs Bailes
Tommy, James and Jess from Sycamore are so polite. They
always say, 'Good morning' and ask me how my day has
been and if I have enjoyed teaching my classes. A lovely
welcome for a new member of staff. Mrs Didlick

UNICEF: Rights
Respecting Schools Gold
School
Article of the Week
Please talk to your
children about the
articles each week.
Article 3
All adults should do what is best for you.
When adults make decisions, they
should think about how their decisions
will affect children.

Each week a pupil at Grange
Academy will give us their thoughts and
comments on the Article of the Week.
Miss Gallagher helps me find a way to
keep me happy and learning. Also,
Miss Cowan helps me with probes and
English work. Ashantey (Elm)

Other Notices

PE Kit Reminder
Reminder: the weather is now changing so if your son/
daughter has PE remember to send them in warmer
clothes e.g. sweatshirt and jogging bottoms.

Attendance

Grange Diary Dates
Healthy Eating Week

Well done to Sycamore and Cedar class for 100%
attendance this week. What a great start to the year.

W/C 28th September 2020

